

Host Buzzard says:
The USS Seleya is on patrol of the Romulan and Cardassian borders.

Host Buzzard says:
Strange occurrences are resulting in the disappearance of equipment from the Seleya. Scalpel's Quantum torpedoes, phaser rifles and even furniture!

Host Buzzard says:
In the interim, Seleya's newly appointed commanding officer Captain Richmond has removed Commander Lira-Bolitho his XO from duty. Commander Bolitho has subsequently left the ship requesting a few days leave.

Host Buzzard says:
Admiral Crenshaw has endorsed Captain Richmond actions pending a hearing to be held on Starbase 13

Host Buzzard says:
***Continue where forth art thou Buzzard***

Host Buzzard says:
***Continue where forth art thou Buzzard***

Host CO_Richmond says:
::Sat in the Big Chair [tm]::

CIV_Bolitho says:
@::Leans back in the shuttle seat puts her feet up and enjoys a cup of coffee en route to co ordinates... not that she has any idea where she’s going::

CTO_Darklighter says:
::Enters the TL:: TL: Bridge

AXO_Hazzem says:
::Enters the bridge and sits in the XO seat; just came from his quarters::

Host Arkanian says:
#::Waits impatiently for his contact to arrive::

OPS_Jameson says:
::Is sitting at OPS, bringing up the Sick bay inventory::

TO_Cloud says:
::Exits the TL and walks up the CO:: CO: ENS cloud reporting for duty

CIV_Bolitho says:
@::Shuffles in her seat a bit getting more comfortable::

ACSO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Enters the bridge from the main TL ::

CNS_Samantha says:
::Stands beside the TL doors facing the bridge, she glances at the bridge impatiently::

CTO_Darklighter says:
::Exits the TL and moves to TAC 1::

Host Buzzard says:
ACTION: A Romulan D'deridex warbird decloaks directly in front of Commander Bolitho's shuttle craft

ACSO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Walks up to the Big Chair(TM) :: CO: Captain, Ensign Revell-Francis, reporting for duty.

Host Arkanian says:
#COM: Shuttle: Shut down your engines.

CIV_Bolitho says:
@::Suddenly sits up seeing a War Bird decloak:: Self: uh oh

Host CO_Richmond says:
::Looks up at the two Ensigns::  CSO/TO: Welcome aboard.  Please take your stations.

ACMO_Harek says:
:: In Officer making notes on a PADD, info for the two new crewmembers::

CNS_Samantha says:
::Glances curiously at the new arrival to the bridge, she narrows her eyes in thought as he 
begins speaking with the Captain::

TO_Cloud says:
CO: Yes sir ::moves to TAC 2::

AXO_Hazzem says:
::Notices the CNS standing at the TL, stands to greet the new crew:: TO/CSO: Welcome aboard

CIV_Bolitho says:
@COM: Rommies: As you wish ::shuts down engines trying to find a exist route if she needs it ::

ACSO_Revell-Francis says:
CO: Aye, sir.  :: Turns and moves to SCI1 ::

TO_Cloud says:
AXO: Thank you sir

AXO_Hazzem says:
::Turns to the CSO:: CSO: I'll brief you on what has been going on at science

ACSO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Checks his console and looks at the XO::   XO: Go ahead, sir.

Host Arkanian says:
::Gives an order to one of his officers:: COM: Shuttle: You will be brought on board. Wait in the shuttle until I come for you.

AXO_Hazzem says:
::Walks with the CSO to SCI 1:: CNS: Counsellor, would you like to join us? ::smiles::

CIV_Bolitho says:
@::Frowns:: Self: I will? COM: Rommies: Any particular reason for that ?

CNS_Samantha says:
::Nods, she glances at the closed TL doors for a moment before walking towards Science one::

TO_Cloud says:
::Stands at Tac 2 and turns in the interface::

CTO_Darklighter says:
::Turns to his new TO and passes him a Padd:: TO: The following items have been taken, if you receive any word of other items disappearing inform the captain

Host Arkanian says:
#COM: CIV: Your questions will be answered soon. Gannarr out.

ACMO_Harek says:
*TO/ACSO* Welcome aboard Ensigns, I'm am Doctor Harek the ships ACMO, I would like you to report sickbay when you have the time

CIV_Bolitho says:
@::Is not happy at all with this but knows shes out gunned and just sits back and waits::

AXO_Hazzem says:
CSO: Alright, here we go ::displays the reports and reading analysis about the neutrino emissions reported on the ship::

ACSO_Revell-Francis says:
*CMO*: Thank you, Doctor.  I'll check in as soon as my shift is over.

OPS_Jameson says:
::Finds nothing out of the ordinary in the sickbay inventory, except the missing items::

TO_Cloud says:
::Turns to the CTO and takes the Padd:: CTO: Yes sir  :: reads the padd::

CNS_Samantha says:
::Slows down as she comes near them, with a quick glance at the console she glances up and smiles briefly:: ACSO: I don't believe we meet? I'm Counsellor Samantha Ivanova.

Host Arkanian says:
#R-OPS: Tractor the shuttle on board. Let me know when it is done.

TO_Cloud says:
*MO* Understood sir

AXO_Hazzem says:
::Stands out of the way between the ACSO and the CNS::

FCO_B`Toy says:
::On the bridge doing FCO stuff::

Host Buzzard says:
ACTION: The Federation shuttle is tractored into the Warbird which immediately cloaks

Host CO_Richmond says:
AXO: Any news yet, Commander?

CIV_Bolitho says:
@::Feels the tractor lock and starts to wonder if there is anyway of backing out of this::

ACSO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Looks at the CNS and extends his hand :: CNS: Good to meet you, Counsellor.  I'm Ensign Andrew Revell-Francis, the new Science Officer.

CNS_Samantha says:
::Takes his hand and shakes it lightly:: ACSO: Let's get to work, shall we?

AXO_Hazzem says:
::Turns to the CO:: CO: Nothing yet sir, except that the furniture in my quarters disappeared as well. But when I scanned the quarters I found no neutrino emissions

CIV_Bolitho says:
@::Waits to see what happens::

ACMO_Harek says:
::Pulls up the new crewmembers bio's from Starfleet::

FCO_B`Toy says:
::Glances back at the CO and AXO::

Host Buzzard says:
@<Arkanian> *XO* Commander Bolitho?

ACSO_Revell-Francis says:
CNS: Indeed.  I've been looking over some of these sensor logs, and there's mot much here.  Any insights?

CIV_Bolitho says:
@*Arkanian* Yes that will be me

FCO_B`Toy says:
::Notices something.. frowns.. wonders if the CO noticed he forgot to button his pants from his last trip to the head.. clears throat::

Host Buzzard says:
@<Arkanian> *XO* Stand by for transport

CNS_Samantha says:
::Pauses as she hears the AXO, she glances back and lifts her brow in confusion:: AXO: There were no neutrino emissions on that case? ::Frowns:: AXO, ACSO: That could mean someone is using a mobile transport unit from inside the ship..

CIV_Bolitho says:
@*Arkanain* Acknowledged ::waits::

Host CO_Richmond says:
AXO: Understood.  Keep me informed.

AXO_Hazzem says:
CO: Yes sir

AXO_Hazzem says:
::Turns back to the CSO and CNS:: CNS: Any ideas?

ACSO_Revell-Francis says:
XO: When did this happen, sir?

Host Buzzard says:
ACTION: Commander Bolitho is beamed directly to the compact sickbay on the warbird

AXO_Hazzem says:
::Pauses for a minute:: CSO: Yesterday at 0845 hours

CNS_Samantha says:
AXO, ACSO: Do we have enough personal to carry a ship-wide search?

CIV_Bolitho says:
@::Materliases in some sickbay and looks around a little on the nervous side and wondering what is going on ::

AXO_Hazzem says:
CNS: That is a security question ::Turns to the CTO hoping he heard them::

ACSO_Revell-Francis says:
CNS: I don't see why not... but I get the feeling that we may not find it aboard.

ACMO_Harek says:
<Computer> ACMO: Neutrino emission reference to ships databse is Complete

TO_Cloud says:
::Turns to the CTO:: CTO: Permission to go to sickbay

Host Buzzard says:
@<Arkanian> ::Steps forward into the light:: Commander Bolitho, nice to meet you ::inclines his head::

AXO_Hazzem says:
CSO: My first instinct, Ensign

OPS_Jameson says:
::Starts on the weapons inventory::

CNS_Samantha says:
ACSO: Do you have any other suggestions then? Because with what the AXO said the patten is broken.. ::Shakes her head and sighs:: Ideas?

FCO_B`Toy says:
::Types a text message to OPS:: "The commander's pants are open.. what should we do? I'm not telling him.."

AXO_Hazzem says:
CSO: I'm thinking of more like a subspace Transporter, are you familiar with it?

CIV_Bolitho says:
@::Raises her eyebrows and then frowns:: Arkanian: I would say Like wise if I knew what I was actually doing here

CTO_Darklighter says:
TO: You may go, but I may have to call you back without notice, understood?

ACSO_Revell-Francis says:
XO: I've studied the concepts, but I didn't know they were in operation...

TO_Cloud says:
CTO: Yes sir ::walks to the TL::

Host Buzzard says:
@<Arkanian> CIV: Did you receive your orders from Commander Richmond?

OPS_Jameson says:
::Looks over at the CO's trousers, and notices he wears underwear with red hearts on them::

FCO_B`Toy says:
::Double checks the deflectors from the encounter with the nebula::

OPS_Jameson says:
::Tries to stop herself laughing aloud::

AXO_Hazzem says:
ACSO: They are in operation, but Starfleet banned its use since they cause the human body to weaken
Host CO_Richmond says:
::Notices he is flying low, and nonchalantly pulls his zip up, his face turning the same colour as the hearts on his G-string::

OPS_Jameson says:
::Types back "I'm not doing a thing!  I don't want to get demoted too!"::

TO_Cloud says:
::Enters the TL:: TL: Deck 12 ::doors close and the TL starts to move::

FCO_B`Toy says:
::Looks at the ceiling and then shakes her head::

CIV_Bolitho says:
@Arkainian: Well if relieving me of duty and just sending me here was orders I guess so, If not then no .. I have no idea what I am doing here except something to do with my esteemed Husband .. Self: Who I could kill personally myself ::smiles::

AXO_Hazzem says:
CSO: Still, it is a quick way for transporting and I don't see a reason not to use it

ACMO_Harek says:
Computer: And?

OPS_Jameson says:
::Laughs aloud. when she notices the captain zipping up::

CNS_Samantha says:
AXO: That would match our previous pattern, but with the latest case with your quarters?

FCO_B`Toy says:
::Types back:: OPS: Thank god that’s over.. you think he would have demoted you for looking at his underwear?

TO_Cloud says:
::TL stops, the doors open and he starts to walk to sickbay::

Host Buzzard says:
@<Arkanian> CIV: Your husband is a great man risking so much for the Star Empire....::nods to a med tech who begins scanning Bolitho::

ACSO_Revell-Francis says:
XO/CNS: But there's still the question of "why" someone wants random pieces of equipment from the ship...

AXO_Hazzem says:
CNS: My case fits in, we predicted that science is next and I am a science officer

OPS_Jameson says:
::Types "You never know.  It seems he has a bit of a temper"::

CNS_Samantha says:
ACSO: Up until now all the items that were stolen could have been used as weapons.. 
::Shakes her head:: AXO: Did you have any weapons there?

ACMO_Harek says:
<Computer> ACMO: Negative, no match found

CIV_Bolitho says:
@::Nearly laughs:: Arkainian: Seems you don't know him as well as me then .. ::smiles and looks at the medic scanning her:: you mind telling me what all this is about please

TO_Cloud says:
::Walks through the sickbay doors and starts looking around for the CMO::

ACSO_Revell-Francis says:
XO: Or even any useful scientific equipment?

Host Buzzard says:
@<Arkanian> CIV: Were prepping you for surgery Commander!

AXO_Hazzem says:
CNS: I believe I do not have an weapons, but I did have some basic tools

ACMO_Harek says:
::See's an officer walk in through his office window::

FCO_B`Toy says:
::Clears throat and taps on her console:: OPS: How did the warp field handle the in creeping ions from the nebula?

CIV_Bolitho says:
@Arkanian: I gathered ... but will someone mind telling me what I’m supposed to be doing here!! ::gets a little annoyed and backs away suddenly feeling a little jumpy :: What kind of surgery

TO_Cloud says:
CMO: Ensign cloud reporting as ordered

ACMO_Harek says:
::Stands up and straightens uniform::

OPS_Jameson says:
FCO: It's okay, the ion collision was compensated for

CNS_Samantha says:
::Pauses:: AXO, ACSO: I don't understand why the didn't steal anything from the science labs then.. It just doesn't make sense.

Host Buzzard says:
@<Arkanian> CIV: Well if your going to be any help to Admiral Bolitho you will have to look like a Romulan....Yes?

AXO_Hazzem says:
CNS: Or did they? maybe my quarters were a diversion

ACMO_Harek says:
TO: Welcome to Sickbay, Ensign. Do you know why your here?

CIV_Bolitho says:
@Arkainian: Who said I was going to help him ... ::Stops:: Fine but can we get on with this

CNS_Samantha says:
AXO: Maybe, but a diversion to what?

AXO_Hazzem says:
CSO: Scan all the Science labs see if there are any neutrino emissions, report anything missing

TO_Cloud says:
ACMO: You asked me to report to you when I had time ...didn’t you?

FCO_B`Toy says:
::Taps on the console and adjust heading to avoid a small meteor that strayed off it's original course..::

CNS_Samantha says:
AXO: Hazzem, may I speak with you in private for a moment please?

ACSO_Revell-Francis says:
XO: Aye, sir.   :: Turns to the Science console and initiates a high-intensity scan of the science labs ::

AXO_Hazzem says:
CNS: Of course ::walks with the CNS away::

AXO_Hazzem says:
::Thinks "I hope I didn't do anything wrong"::

FCO_B`Toy says:
::Turns to see if the CTO is in the area..::

ACMO_Harek says:
TO: That's not what I meant Ensign :: points to bio-bed:: Please have a seat, I need to run a preliminary physical

TO_Cloud says:
::Walks over to the bed and sits down::

CNS_Samantha says:
::Glances at the bridge for a moment before walking beside the AXO:: AXO: If the ACSO will not find anything missing then we'll have to assume that this may have something to do to the Captain. ::Glances back at the Captain:: I know something is wrong here.. He's hiding something. ::Glances back at the bridge and sighs::

Host Buzzard says:
@<Arkanian> CIV: Please lie down on the bio bed

FCO_B`Toy says:
CTO: Do your scans indicate any activity in sector 56.7 mark 234.6?

CTO_Darklighter says:
::Looks at the FCO and then checks his scans::

CIV_Bolitho says:
@:: Lies down on the bio bed wondering why she is doing this ::

AXO_Hazzem says:
CNS: But I don't see a connection, the captain and the missing things?

CTO_Darklighter says:
::Slowly shakes his head:: FCO: No they don't

OPS_Jameson says:
::Hears the train of thought of the AXO::

Host Buzzard says:
ACTION: The Romulan med tech begins scanning her again:: CIV: Commander this will sting a little ::presses a hypospray to her carotoid artery::

CNS_Samantha says:
AXO: The diversion element, while this happened all the Security teams were called back to investigate. Correct? Also the Captain assigned the XO to the first case even though he could have found someone else to do it..

FCO_B`Toy says:
CTO: Thank you.. 

CIV_Bolitho says:
@Self: Ouch

FCO_B`Toy says:
OPS: Make a note of a possible gravity field in sector 56.. it's altering the course of known spacal objects

Host Buzzard says:
ACTION: Commander Bolitho begins feeling a little sleepy headed

CNS_Samantha says:
::Glances up at the OPS, she narrows her eyes in anger and focuses on her::

CIV_Bolitho says:
@:: Feels sleepy and falls off to sleep::

AXO_Hazzem says:
CNS: I still don't see why The Captain would steal a couple of torpedoes, a few phaser rifles, and the furniture in my quarters

OPS_Jameson says:
::Looks down at her screen, and the ongoing scans she kept to one side, and made a note of the gravity field, and the possible projection of objects in that sector::

CNS_Samantha says:
::Shakes her head, she glances up and sighs:: AXO: I guess we'll have to find out. But for now I suggest we'll keep our eye on him, mmm?

ACSO_Revell-Francis says:
:: The scan finishes with no results.  Francis calibrates the internal sensors and is ready to initiate another one to confirm ::

AXO_Hazzem says:
::Pauses:: CNS: Wait.....could this be all about Commander Bolitho?

OPS_Jameson says:
::Feels someone staring at her back, and turned to see the CNS moving her head after glaring at her::

CNS_Samantha says:
AXO: Maybe.. ::Sighs:: Yes.

AXO_Hazzem says:
::Raises an eyebrow, has an idea:: Computer: Computer.....Locate Commander Lira-Bolitho

TO_Cloud says:
::Waits for the CMO to come back::

ACSO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Checks for any report of missing equipment from any of the Science Labs ::

CNS_Samantha says:
AXO: Didn't you hear? The XO is gone, she requested a few days off. The Captain approved her request.

Host Buzzard says:
<Computer> Commander Bolitho is on leave and therefore not on the ship

AXO_Hazzem says:
::Lowers his voice:: CNS: I'm having a bad feeling, it doesn't sound like Tamraz

CIV_Bolitho says: 
@::Is still fast a sleep::

Nurse_Teek`O says:
TO: Oh hello there.. 

AXO_Hazzem says:
CNS: I guess we'll have to wait and see

Nurse_Teek`O says:
TO: The doctor went to get something he will be right back..

ACSO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Checks the read-out, which is also negative. :: Self: Good, at least nothing's missing there...

CNS_Samantha says:
::Snorts:: AXO: Something is going on here, that's for sure. ::Gestures towards the Captain:: And he has a big part in it.

Host Buzzard says:
ACTION: The Romulans continue with their insidious medical experiments on the Commander Bolitho

ACSO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Initiates another internal scan ::

Host CO_Richmond says:
AXO: Anything, Commander?

AXO_Hazzem says:
CNS: I agree, but I'll have to see more proof that all this is...................a hoax

ACMO_Harek says:
::Picks up Tricorder:: TO: So Ensign, have you felt any physical problems or pain lately

Nurse_Teek`O says:
TO: Would you like.. tea maybe?

AXO_Hazzem says:
::Looks at the CO:: CO: Nothing sir, we're trying to explain why there are no neutrino emissions in my quarters; it could be a diversion for something else

AXO_Hazzem says:
::Looks at the CSO:: CSO: Anything, Ensign?

TO_Cloud says:
ACMO: No nothing

ACSO_Revell-Francis says:
XO: Internal sensors aren't picking up anything, sir.

Host CO_Richmond says:
AXO: And what about out there?  Anything on sensors?  No Romulan activity?

Nurse_Teek`O says:
CMO: Oh good your back.. 

ACSO_Revell-Francis says:
XO: And there are no reports of missing equipment from the science labs, either.

AXO_Hazzem says:
CO: Nothing sir, we did a few Tachyon scans yesterday and there were no cloaked ships in the area

CTO_Darklighter says:
CTO: Sir all is quite on the Romulan side

Host Buzzard says:
ACTION: Commander Bolitho wakes up

Host CO_Richmond says:
AXO: Thank you, Commander.  Good work.  ::turns to Abdel-Hamid and smiles reassuringly::

ACMO_Harek says:
TO: Alright let's begin ::begins scanning the TO's brain activity::

CIV_Bolitho says:
@::Wakes up and looks around not wanting to look at herself at all::

AXO_Hazzem says:
CO: Thank you....sir ::Nods::

FCO_B`Toy says:
::Pokes at the console and glances over at OPS.. Types:: OPS: What was that for?

TO_Cloud says:
::Watches the CMO's hand move back and forth::

AXO_Hazzem says:
::Sighs:: CTO: Lieutenant.........

Host Buzzard says:
@<Arkanian> ::Hands Bolitho a mirror:: Quite good don't you think, it took quite a bit of effort to hide the spots

AXO_Hazzem says:
CTO: You think have enough people to cover a ship-wide search?

OPS_Jameson says:
::Types "What was what for?"

ACSO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Initiates a standard external sensor sweep ::

ACMO_Harek says:
TO: Neural functions normal, synapses are intact

FCO_B`Toy says:
::Replies:: "that look from the CNS.. you cheat at poker?"

TO_Cloud says:
ACMO: Thats nice to know ::smiles::

CIV_Bolitho says:
@::Just looks:: Ark: You reckon ? Well new image I guess ::doesn't like it at all:: So Now what ?

CTO_Darklighter says:
::Leans towards the AXO:: AXO: If I was to do a shipwide search I'd have to pull every member of security, including the one's off duty sir

ACMO_Harek says:
TO: Now for your respiratory system, I would like you to take deep breaths

Host Buzzard says:
@<Arkanian> ::Hands Bolitho a Romulan sub commander uniform::  This should fit you. You may change in that room if you wish

AXO_Hazzem says:
CTO: Can you do it?

OPS_Jameson says:
::Types "To be honest, I don't know why she doesn't like me.  I know why  I don't like her, but thats not common knowledge, and  don't really want to repeat it again.  It might be because I read Hazzem.  I don't know!"::

TO_Cloud says:
::Takes a deep breath::

CTO_Darklighter says:
AXO: I'll have to wake a few people up but it's possible to do a ship wide search

CIV_Bolitho says:
@::Takes the uniform and walks of to the room:: Self: Richard I will kill you for this.... Puts on the uniform.. fidgets in it and walks out very uncomfortably::

AXO_Hazzem says:
CTO: Do it, please. This has got to stop

ACMO_Harek says:
TO: Oxygen levels are normal, lung capacity seems to be good

CIV_Bolitho says:
@Arkainian: So how do I look? ::Spins around in it Jokingly::

CTO_Darklighter says:
AXO: Aye sir, I'll start making out orders for teams while my people get into uniform and get into position

Host Buzzard says:
@<Arkanian> ::Nods approvingly and hands her a Romulan disruptor and a Romulan communication device:: You will require these.

AXO_Hazzem says:
CTO: Thank you, Lieutenant

AXO_Hazzem says:
::Turns to the CSO:: CSO: I want you to do a few things, first I want you to monitor anything that seems logical to fit an "important area"

FCO_B`Toy says:
::reads the message and looks at the CNS then goes back to what she was doing.. types:: "have you ever tried to read the counsellor?"

CTO_Darklighter says:
::Begins to pull some security members back onto duty::

CIV_Bolitho says:
@Arkainian: So Now can you tell me what I’m supposed to be doing? .. Please ::takes the comms devise and disrupter::

AXO_Hazzem says:
CSO: I also need you to keep an eye on the security teams during the search, if they need something to be analysed by science it should be alright

AXO_Hazzem says:
CSO: I'll be on the bridge if you need assistance with anything

ACMO_Harek says:
TO* Now Ensign rub your stomach and pat your head, while your eyes's follow my finger ::raise index finger::

CNS_Samantha says:
::Glances up in shock, she glances at the FCO and frowns. With a pause she focuses on the OPS and sighs::

Host Buzzard says:
@<Arkanian> You will assist your husband prevent a coup within the Romulan Star Empire

OPS_Jameson says:
::Types " When I first had run ins with her, of course I did.  She's had, well, some work done, and can't be read now"::

ACSO_Revell-Francis says:
XO: Understood sir, but most of the ship contains critical equipment... I don't know that I can keep track of all of it at the same time.

TO_Cloud says:
::Looks at the CMO:: CMO: You have to be joking ?

CIV_Bolitho says:
@::Looks amazed:: Arkanian: I will ?? why me surly there's better 'qualified' people than me?

CTO_Darklighter says:
AXO: Sir permission to report to the armoury to make teams and hand out orders sir

AXO_Hazzem says:
CSO: Do your best, Ensign ::smiles assuringly::

Host Buzzard says:
@<Arkanian> I believe your husband required someone he could trust

AXO_Hazzem says:
CTO: Permission granted, send me a copy of the plan you guys are going on

ACSO_Revell-Francis says:
XO: I will, sir.

FCO_B`Toy says:
::Checks the ship heading again.. types back:: "Thats odd.. do you suppose she is a spy?"

OPS_Jameson says:
::Types "Or at least I'm assuming so.  I can't read her,  which is not right"::

CTO_Darklighter says:
AXO: Yes sir ::enters the TL:: Deck 25

ACMO_Harek says:
TO: No its a coordination test

CIV_Bolitho says:
@::Raises eyebrow .. which would look pretty good now she’s a Rommie:; Arkanian: Well shall we get on with this before I change my mind

ACSO_Revell-Francis says:
::Turns back to the Console, making a mental list of all the equipment and systems that need to be monitored ::

OPS_Jameson says:
::"No, I don't think so.  She's a little too vindictive to be a spy, take things a bit personally.  Would a spy glare??"::

FCO_B`Toy says:
CO: Sir... ::taps on the console::

AXO_Hazzem says:
CO: Captain, I just ordered a ship-wide search to commence; hopefully we find anything. I also instructed Ensign Francis to monitor everything that seems important to be stolen, as well as help the security teams during the search

FCO_B`Toy says:
::Types to the OPS:: Yes..

CTO_Darklighter says:
::Exits the TL and begins to walk to the armoury, as he goes he is joined by his senior security officers::

Host CO_Richmond says:
AXO: Excellent work, Commander.  Keep me informed.

ACSO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Assigns each critical area of the ship a call sign and instructs the computer to monitor them with internal sensors ::

Host Buzzard says:
@<Arkaanian> ::Taps comms device:: Beam the sub-commander down to the surface...Good luck Sub-Commander

TO_Cloud says:
CMO: Fair enough  ::starts rubbing his stomach and patting his head while looking and the CMO's finger::

AXO_Hazzem says:
CO: Ten-four sir

FCO_B`Toy says:
CO: Sir.. long range navigational sensors are picking up a CME brearing 67.5 mark 180.. at current speed we will impact in 12 minuets..

CIV_Bolitho says:
@Arkainian: I think I may need it ::takes a deep breath::

ACMO_Harek says:
::Begins scanning the ensigns carrdio systems while he performs his exercise::

Host Buzzard says:
ACTION: Tam materialises in an office

Host CO_Richmond says:
FCO: CME?

CIV_Bolitho says:
@::Materliases in some office and looks around not very sure on the whole of this::

CTO_Darklighter says:
::Enters the armoury and sees a number of security officers chatting:: Sec: OK people settle down I have new orders for you all ::stands in front of all the officers::

CNS_Samantha says:
::Makes her way towards the FCO::

Host CO_Richmond says:
::Wasn't paying attention::

FCO_B`Toy says:
CO: The CME also houses a large collection of micro meteors.. Coronal Mass Ejection sir.. a solar flare..

CTO_Darklighter says:
*ACMO* Darklighter to Harek

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
ACTION: A disruptor blast smashes into the wall nearly where Tam is standing

ACMO_Harek says:
TO: One moment, ensign *CTO* Harek Here

FCO_B`Toy says:
::Notices the look on the CO's face..wonder if that mentality is part of the reasons humans like colourful underwear.. ::

Host CO_Richmond says:
FCO: Thank you.  Adjust course accordingly.

TO_Cloud says:
::Stops::

CTO_Darklighter says:
*ACMO* I need Mister Cloud back as soon as Possible sir

CNS_Samantha says:
::Pauses beside the FCO, she glances at the view screen and sighs:: FCO: Is there a problem?

CIV_Bolitho says:
@::looks at the disrupter blast and just looks for a minute taking her disrupter::

ACMO_Harek says:
*CTO* How does 5 minutes sound

AXO_Hazzem says:
::Glances at the CNS::

FCO_B`Toy says:
CO: Aye sir.. would you like to slow down to let it pass the system.. or proceed thru the field.. at current settings the deflectors can with stand the impact..?

Host CO_Richmond says:
FCO: Slow us down just a little, Ensign.

CTO_Darklighter says:
*ACMO* No more sir, and prepare for company, I ship wide search is about to start

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
ACTION: A Romulan runs up to Tam and smashes her across the face with his disruptor knocking her to the ground

FCO_B`Toy says:
::Types to OPS:: "Perhaps you should check her back ground.. seems odd that the XO would suddenly be missing.. maybe the CNS had something o do with it"

ACMO_Harek says:
*CTO* Understood

FCO_B`Toy says:
CO: Aye sir.. ::reduces speed::

ACSO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Looks over the various areas of the ship thru the internal sensors ::

CTO_Darklighter says:
Sec: Ok men listen up, here are your orders ::begins to call out teams of three and their orders::

CNS_Samantha says:
FCO: You can relax, I had nothing to do with the XO disappearance. Understood?

CIV_Bolitho says:
@::Falls to the ground:; Rommie: Ouch that hurt .. and what was that for ! ::rubs her face and stands picking up her disrupter and catching the Rommie in the stomach with it::

OPS_Jameson says:
::Types back subtly "I've tried, but I've not had the authorisation to check it.  I keep running into walls"::

CNS_Samantha says:
::Glares at her for a moment before making her way towards her chair::

ACMO_Harek says:
::Finishes cardio scan:: TO: Blood cell count normal, heart rate 90bpm, blood pressure 120/60

FCO_B`Toy says:
::Looks up at the CNS:: CNS: Do you require something? ::clears the screen before the CNS can read any more::

TO_Cloud says:
::Nods to the ACMO::

AXO_Hazzem says:
::Looks at the CNS from the Tactical console:: CNS: Something wrong?

FCO_B`Toy says:
::Types back:: "She is nosey"

CTO_Darklighter says:
::Moves to a console and sends a copy of his orders to the AXO::

ACMO_Harek says:
TO: Ensign, you may go, but I need you back here when your available, to finish up.

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
ACTION:  Romulan pulls back his foot and kicks her hard in the stomach, reaching  down he pulls her disruptor from her hand The sound of a fire fight echoes throughout the office::

CTO_Darklighter says:
*AXO* Darklighter to Hazzem

AXO_Hazzem says:
*CTO* Go ahead Lieutenant

TO_Cloud says:
CMO: Ok doc ::walks out the door::

OPS_Jameson says:
::Types "Why am I not surprised??"::

CNS_Samantha says:
::Glances to the front of the bridge, she sighs and shakes her head:: AXO: Nothing, Hazzem. ::Sits at her chair and glances at the view screen::

CTO_Darklighter says:
*AXO* Sir I'v just sent a copy of my orders for the security teams to your console, awaiting your approval sir

CIV_Bolitho says:
@::Hers the noise of a fire fight and notes the rommie has her disrupter and just looks up knowing to bide her time::

ACSO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Taps some keys at the console ::  Self: Still nothing....

TO_Cloud says:
::Walks to the TL:: TL: Deck 25   :: doors close and the TL starts moving::

AXO_Hazzem says:
::Transfers the orders to tactical and reads them:: CTO: Ten-four, approved Lieutenant, good luck

ACMO_Harek says:
::Makes some notes in the TO medical file::

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
ACTION: The Romulan standing over Tam leers takes aim and is suddenly hit by a blast himself

CTO_Darklighter says:
::Turns to his senior officers:: Sec: Ok men, you have your orders and you know your teams, arm yourself with phaser only, we don't want to scare any civilians, that is all, move out

TO_Cloud says:
::TL stops, the door open and he makes his way to the armoury::

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
CIV: Tam?

CIV_Bolitho says:
@::See the Rommie fall grabs her disrupter then look as her names called:: Adm: Why who wants her !!! ?

ACSO_Revell-Francis says:
:: Notices that equipment is being removed from the ship's armoury :: *CTO*: Francis to Darklighter...

AXO_Hazzem says:
::Walks to SCI 1:: CSO: How are you hanging in there?

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
@::whispers:: CIV: Its me Richard!

CTO_Darklighter says:
*CSO* Darklighter here

FCO_B`Toy says:
 ::Adjust course::

ACSO_Revell-Francis says:
*CTO*: Equipment is being removed from the armoury.  Is everything under control over there?

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
CIV: Tam do you still have the Romulan comms device that Arkanain gave you?

TO_Cloud says:
::Walks up to the CTO:: CTO: Ens cloud reporting as ordered

CTO_Darklighter says:
::Spins around and looks at the equipment being transported and pulls out a Tricorder and scans::

CIV_Bolitho says:
@::Looks at him and shakes her head:: Adm: Should have guessed with all of this going on ::stands up and brushes herself down:: yes Why ?

ACSO_Revell-Francis says:
XO: Nothing to report, sir.  Equipment is being removed from the ship's armoury, but I suspect that is just the security team...

ACMO_Harek says:
All: Please get everything organized, so if  the tactical sweep comes here every thing will be in order

AXO_Hazzem says:
CSO: Yeah, I told them to get down there and get what they want

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
CIV: Set it to frequency 159.12.233.38 and transmit that the Cavalry is required!

CTO_Darklighter says:
TO: Ens scan the room, equipment is being removed

CTO_Darklighter says:
*CSO* We took a few hand phaser but I'm missing a rifle

ACSO_Revell-Francis says:
XO: Understood, sir.

TO_Cloud says:
::Nods and starts to scan the room::

FCO_B`Toy says:
::Pokes at her extra screen and brings up a game of NasCar racer..::

CIV_Bolitho says:
@ADM: As you wish ::sets frequency and dos what she told then rubs her face where it hurts::

ACSO_Revell-Francis says:
*CTO*: Just one phaser rifle?

CTO_Darklighter says:
::Orders an equipment report from all his teams::

TO_Cloud says:
CTO: Sir there are 24 rifles missing

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
***Pause Where forth art thou Buzzard***

Host Adm_Bolitho says:
***Pause Where forth art thou Buzzard***
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